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1 - chapitre1

   Chapite 1  sonic from sega ,shadow from sega,storm from stormspirite,sonia and manic from
sega and thunder from thunder advance2.

All start in the space colonie ark when sonic and shadow found a secret chamber on the door it was
whrite please don't enter for your live.

So they enter and they see a capsule and in the capsule was a echidna

Then they open the capsule and the echidna wake up and he ser:I am thunder the echidna and I will
give you 3 which. Then shadow sait I which for all off the chaos emerauld then thunder sait no I can't
give you that which then shadow said why?Thunder said because the chaos emerauld are too much
powerful for me.So you lose 1 which then sonic said:I which too see manic and sonia back.Thunder
said:ok then 1,2,3 pouf! Manic and sonia was now in frond of sonic.sonic said:thanks thunder.thunder
said and what is your which shadow? Shadow said:I which too see back my friend storm the
hedgehog.Well then 1,2,3 pouf!storm was there.

Chapter 2 the adventure begin

Yo!storm this is sonic and this is manic and this is sonia and thunder.

Thunder is a echidna and I is really friendly said shadow.then thunder said:now where is eggman.whe
don't now then the six heros go see for eggman.

A suivre de thunderadvance2.



2 - chapter2(suite) and chapter3 the first battle

chapitre2 (suite)

Then they arrive to green forest and they go see the old sage name Sato . They said : sato whe need
your help. the sage said why they said : because whe need to find Draco. the sage said : who is Draco .
Draco is a legendery hedgehog and whe need is help. The sage said ok fallow me they go to dragon
claw island and they found Draco. thunder said : Draco whe need your help to found Eggman. Ok said
Draco.

Chapitre 3 the first battle

Draco-Fallow me
The rest-Ok

Then they go to Eggman land and they see Eggman

Shadow and Sonic-Eggman!
Eggman-What you again. Gamma,Omega attack them!
Gamma and omega-Ok!

Sonic-He's trying to escape.
Draco- Sonic,Storm and Shadow try to stop Gamma and Omega me,Thunder,Manic,Sonia and Sota
whe will stop Eggman.

Then they passe in action Sonic Storm and Shadow destroy Gamma and Omega and Draco Thunder
Manic Sonia and Sota stop Eggman to escape but Eggman escape with a trap.

A suivre de thunderadvance2



3 - the mighty fire knight(chaptire4)

Chapter 4
The mighty fire knight

In the last chapter our hero as found eggman but he escape so lets find out the rest.

Draco-darn it eggman escape
Sonic-where is manic.
Sonia-is there and he got a jewel in the hands.
Draco-it is a dragon crystal that's why I can't teleport
Sonia-what do you mean.
Draco-the dragon crystal is the source of my power all the dragon crystal as a special power and the one
manic is holding gives me the power to teleport so manic gives to me or I will kill you!

narrator-The rage come in Draco and is hands come in fire and manic as bin so scared so he give back
the dragon crystal.

Draco-good manic
Manic-Draco I am sorry
Draco-it is ok but we need to find eggman because he is going to destroy the world.
The rest-ok

narrator-So our hero get back on their adventure .

Draco-I will teleport us to eggman colony.
Thunder-not me I got some unfinished things to do.
Draco-ok. Come on guys.

Narrator-Draco and the orders go on volcano island.
Draco-we arrive guys.
Storm-where is shadow and Sonia.

Narrator-lets go see where they are but don't tell to draco and the rest.

Shadow-I love u Sonia
Sonia-not me so lets me go you brat.

Narrator-now we will continue wit the story

Thunder-now I have finish I will go see the others
Sonia-shadow I hear something.
Shadow- it is maybe a moose.
Thunder-shadow Sonia!



Shadow and Sonia-thunder!
Thunder-come with me we gone a go find the others
Narrator-Two hours later
Draco-Sonia,shadow,thunder your back
Sonic-we should get going
Somebody-stop!
Draco-who are you
Somebody-I am fire knight!
Draco-fi...re...kn...ig...ht!
Fire Knight-yes draco I am the mighty fire knight.
All the others-do you want to be in our team.
Fire Knight-.................yes I will be in your team but it is only because of my brother draco.
Draco-what you are my brother.
Fire Knight-yes I am.
Eggman-you again! I will defeat you whit my egg hornet mou hou hou hou ha ha ha ha
Fire Knight-draco and thunder you go on distrac him sonic shadow and storm you come wit me!

Narrator-they passe in action and they destroy eggman egghornet but egg man escape again.



4 - the evil spirit

The evil spirit
(chapter 5)

Draco-why eggman escape is he a moron or what.
Sonia-I don't know but you shoude get some sleep
Draco-ok!
Amy-sonic
Amy-sonic
Amy-sonic!
Sonic-wha...wha...what!
Amy-wake up
Sonic-why?
Amy-beacause I challenge you
Sonic-ok bring it on!
Amy-I am challenging you in a girl contest
Sonic-what a girl contest
Amy-yes a girl contest I bet that you can not look like a girl and and have a boyfriend for one night.
Sonic-ok I gone a do it
Narrator-later at the night at amy's home.
Amy-girls we got a new girl whit us she gone a be wit us all night
Sonic-hello I am sonia
Koria-hello sonia
Gotica-yo soni
Amy-it is not soni but sonia
Narrator-at 12:00pm at the night club
Amy-sonia go get a boy friend
Narrator-at 3:00pm outside of the club
Sonic-see
Amy-yes I see but it is fun to see you in a dress! (she laught)
?????-I got you little girl
sonic-let me go I am not a girl I am a boy
?????-Iay chur
draco-what! Sonic is missing
amy-yes sonic is missing some sorte of evil spirit citnape him.



Draco-come whit me and we will save sonic from that evil spirit.
Narrator-later at the evil spirit base
Draco-hey who are you?
?????-I am sonio
draco-sonio?
Sonio-yes I am sonio the evil father of sonic.
Narrator-draco,amy,koria and gotica fight vs sonio but sonio teleport away.
Draco-frig.

To be continu from thunderadvance2



5 - Storm is jealous

Chapter 6

Storm is jealous

Narrator-last time sonic as been cidnape and draco and the others saved him.

Sonic-thanks guys!

Draco-no problem Sonic!

Narrator-at the same time at Shadow`s house.

Sonia-hello Shadow!

Shadow(all freak out)-Sonia!

Sonia-yes Shadow!

Shadow-what are you doing here!

Sonia-I am here to be your girl friend Shadow

Shadow-WHAT!

Narrator-Storm enter and saw Sonia wit Shadow

Shadow and sonia-Storm!

Narrator-Storm was furius

Storm-Sonia what are you doing here!

Sonia-I am here for my Shadow.

Storm-your Shadow no Shadow is mine.



Sonia-there is only one way to now a fight.

Storm-allright then let`s fight!

Sonia-it is impossible that I lose.

Storm-will see about that.

Narrator-storm start to fight she punch sonia in the face sonia doe`s her mystic move and hit storm on all
the body.

Narrator-draco and the other guy`s arive.

Draco and sonic-girl fight!

Narrator-they grappe some popcorn,chips and pop and start to watch.

Narrator-3 hours have past and Storm and Sonia was exosted but they continue to fight.

Sonic and manic-Storm let Sonia go.

Storm-never!

Sonic and manic-ok than we will fight with her beacause no one hit our sister.

Draco and Shadow-d`ont ever think to fight vs Storm without us in Storm`s team.

Narrator-Storm,Shadow and draco beated Sonic,Manic and Sonia.

Sonia-ok you win but I will always try to have Shadow as my boyfriend.

Storm (wispering to herself)-just try.

To be continue from thunderadvance2



6 - boys are in love

Chapter 7

Boys are in love

Narrator-Last time storm was jealous and fight vs sonia and the team as separated.

Storm-poor Sonia doe's she really think she can beat me.

Draco-ah yeah.

Shadow-sonic has become my rival again poor him.

Narrator-at sonic base.

Sonic-oh man we are separate why……………………….why me.

Sonia-that dum stormy she maybe have win a fight but she do not have win the war.

Manic-hey guy's see what I have here.

Sonic and sonia- the dragon crystals!

Manic-so if I have the dragon crystals of draco he is useless.

Sonic-good point manic but.

Manic(angry)-but what.

Sonic-if draco finds out they will come to take them back.

Manic-why?

Sonic(angry)-because he is the gardian of the dragon crystals you morron!

Narrator-suddenly the bell ring.

Sonic-I'll get it.



Cute hedgehog (girl)-hello cutie.

Sonic and manic-hheelloo! Miss.

Narrator-sonic and manic go out with the cute women.

Narrator-hate the miss home(space ship)

Manic and sonic-draco,shadow!

Draco and shadow-manic,sonic!

Miss-boys it is time to play.

The boys-what!play?play what?

Miss-play death ball!

The boys-death ball?

Draco-anything for you my darling

Shadow-your darling! No my darling.

Draco, sonic, manic and shadow-no it is mane no mane no mane.

Miss-BOYS!

The boys-what?

Miss-It is time.

Narrator-suddenly.

Storm, amy, sonia and gotica-STOP!

Miss-ok than I didn't wont to do this but.

Narrator-the miss get off her mask and revil her thrut identity.

The boys-we were in love with that think or e.t. or whatever.

The girls-so are you coming boys.

The boys-yeah!



Narrator-at the base.

Shadow-st…st…sto…sto…storm…I…I…I…L…L…Lo…Lo…Love…y…

Sonic-shadow come over here.

Shadow-k

Storm is thinking angry-I HATE YOU SONIC!

Shadow-storm I got something to say.

Storm-what?

Shadow-storm I love you.

Storm-…me……me……me to shadow.

Narrator-then storm and shadow beacome a cute couple it is the same thing for tikal and draco.

To be continue by thunderadvance2



7 - alien`s attack

Chapter 8

Alien`s attack

Sonia-I hate that storm now she is shadow`s girlfriend but shadow is still mine.

Fireknight-a sonia...SONIA!

Sonia-what?

Fireknight-do you agreed to be my girlfriend.

Sonia-a...a...a...a...well...yes and no.

Fireknight-yes and no?

Sonia-yeah yes because you are cute and no because that is not good if I wont shadow but shadow is
already whit storm so ok I gonna be your girlfriend.

Draco-guy`s guy`s!

All the others-what draco!

Draco-my mom as been takin`n by aliens

Storm-d`ont be ridicilous.

Draco-but..but.

Fireknight-no but.

Draco-ok then I will go save her alone.

Fireknight-good luck to save mom from nothing.

Narrator-so draco as gone save his mom alone.

A bird girl-I fill sorry for i`m I gonna go help him.



Sonic-who are you?

????-my name is wave. Wave the swallow.

Narrator-wave and draco arrive in the space ship.

Draco-they are not alien`s they are robot`s or he is a robot and he look like me.

?????????????????-good look he is my new creation is name mechanical draco.

Wave-that voice is it.

?????????????????-yes wave it is me ultimiteblackdoom or draco`s father

draco-you are my father?

Ultimiteblackdoom-yes

Draco-so that`s why you citnape mom.

Wave-ok now stop talking and let`s fight.

Ultimiteblackoom-as you wish.

Draco-wave no go home this is my fight.

Wave-but.

Draco-no go home.

Wave-ok.

Narrator-draco and robo draco start to fight in a couple of second`s robo draco was destroyed.

Draco-now father it`s your turn.

Ultimiteblackdoom-ok then.

Draco-but before let`s see what the master will say.

The machine-bip...bip...bip...guilty.

The machine-santice element bip...bip...bip...verdic...fire.

Draco-ok then let use fire.

Narrator-first draco`s hand were in fire blue fire draco attack with fire nova and ultimiteblackdoom



teleported out of the arina then draco and is mom return to the base.

To be continue by TA2



9 - draco turn to the dark side
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10 - Mystery girl's power

CHAPTER 10NARRATOR-Last time draco turn to the dark side and became ninja of darkness A.K.A.
Dragon reaper .Draco-now I am in your side so what do I do?UBD-now my apprentice go and kill
drakina.Draco-Drakina!not Drakina!UBD-what’s the probleme?Draco-Drakina is my girlfriend!UBD-your
girlfriend is not Tikal?Draco-not anymore now it’s Drakina.UBD-I don’t care go kill her.Draco-yes
master.Draco-(Draco is thingking) dum @$$ if he thinks that I am going to kill my girlfriend he is really
stupid.Narrator-6 hours later.Draco-Drakina come and I won’t kill you.Drakina-No I won’t follow
you.Draco-Why?Drakina-because I don’t know any ninja.Draco-it’s me Draco.Drakina-Draco? What
are you doing in a ninja outfit?Draco-I am in the evil
side.....................................................................!Drakina-then fight me and if I win you come back in the
good side but if I lose I will come in the dark side with you deal?Storm (thinking)-she can’t win she’s to
week Draco will beat her in two seconde and if she win it’s gonna be funny really funny.Drakina-I ear
that.Storm-how?Drakina-mind reading oh! And thanks for cheering! (Dum head I hate that
girl)narrator-Draco and Drakina start to fight and draco almost win but Drakina use a special protection
attack that k.o. any boys.Draco-good fight! Oh! And I love you but I have a request can I keep my ninja
suit.Drakina-yes you can.Storm-(laughinig)-Draco have be beat by a girl it is to
funny!Drakina-(Rage)-DO YOU WON’T TO TRY!Storm-BRING IT ON!Draco-Girl’s girl’s girl’s GIRL’S
STOP!TO BE CONTINUE BY TA2



11 - TEAM?

                                                                                               CHAPTER 11

                                                                                                  TEAM?

 

narrator-last time draco try to beat up drakina but drakina beat the crap out of him.

Drakina-DRACO DO YOU WHANT THAT ATTACK AGAIN

Draco-n..n...n..no.

Storm-so let''s fight

drakina-Bring it!

narrator-they start to fight but drakina was weak after the special protection and storm was winning but
before she be able to win draco catch them in a net.

drakina et storm- draco what are you doing?

Draco-you will see

narrator-draco bring drakina and storm to UBD

UBD-good job Draco

narrator-Draco put them in the cage with the others and UBD start to laught so...

draco-laught this!

narrator-draco hit UBD in the face.

UBD-you fool you will pay for this

narrator-UBD dissapire

The voice of UBD-guards attack!

narrator-a colony of millions of guards attack and draco break the cage so they fight vs the guards and
they win but the hear



the voice of UBD-you break the deal draco so you will pay the price.

narrator-UBD press a button and every body died exept draco and storm.

draco-NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

draco-all in rage-UBD WHERE ARE YOU HEY WHERE ARE YOU i WILL FOUND YOU !

Storm-NO shadow

narrator-storm start to levitate and start to flash her soul was hafe drain and she revive shadow and she
fall down shadow lift her and says.

Shadow-thanks storm.

narrator-the neckless of drakina start to flash and every girls was revive.

drakina and sonia-boys they revive the boys.

narrator-in UBD office.

draco-THERE YOU ARE YOU CREEP PREPARE TO DIE!

???-ME HELL NINJA IS IN THE HOUSE!

draco-What hellninja  who is that.

UBD-mouhahahaha hellninja is my best student and my best worrior.

narrator-the other ones arrive

drakina-stop draco plz dont kill him dont kill hellninja

draco-you are alive oh and...wow

drakina-my neckless is a life neckless.

draco-oh but wy cant I kill hellninja?

drakina-becose hellninjais my brother...

to be continu by thunderadvance2
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